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Abstract: 

 

This paper is concerned with presenting newdevelopments inabstractspectral 

theory, The key notions are spectral family of projections and well-

boundedoperator due to D. R. Smart [1] and J. R. Ringrose [2]. The theory of 

Well-bounded operators was introduced to provide a theory which would 

allow many of the results which apply to self-adjoint operator to be extended 

to Banach space setting. Since many operators which are self-adjoint on L
2
 

have only conditionally convergent spectral expansion.We address now the 

question of the well-boundedness of the sum of a realscalar-type spectral 

operator and a commuting well-bounded operator. It follows from the same 

work of T.A. Gillespie [4] that the answer is positive forHilbert spaces.We 

also discuss some important results about well-bounded operators on different 

linear spaces. 
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Introduction: 

Well-bounded operatorsare associated with certain monotone projection-valued 

functions on the real lineR, which are not given by projection-valued measures, and 

are suitable for treatingconditionalConvergence suchas arises in Fourier expansions. 

In this paper we discuss the results about sum & product of commuting well-bounded 
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operators on Hilbert space. Well-bounded operators are introduced by 

D.R.Smart[1].There are reflexive spaces (indeed evenUMD spaces), such as the von 

Neumann-SchattenCp spaces, on which thesum of two commuting scalar-type 

spectral operators may fail to be scalartypespectral. More recently, it was shown in [3] 

that on spaces (The class of spaces with property( ), which was introduced by 

N.Kalton and L. Weis, includes all UMD spaces.)such as UMD space X, the sum of n 

commuting real scalar-type spectral operators acting on X is a well-bounded 

operator(a result which fails on general reflexive Banach spaces).X will denote a 

complex Banach space with dual space X∗.TheBanach algebra of all bounded linear 

operators on X will be denoted by B(X). 

 

Definition 1:Well-Bounded Operator: 

An operator T ∈ B(X)issaidtobewell-bounded if there exist a constant Kand a compact 

interval [a, b]⊂R such that for all polynomials p, 

|| p(T) || ≤ K { |p(a)| + dttp
b

a

|)('|  } 

i.e.An operator T B(X) is well-bounded if it admits a Riemann-Stieltjes integral w.r.t 

an increasing family of projection on X or Equivalently, T should possess a bounded 

functional calculus for AC[a, b], the Banachalgebra of all absolutely continuous 

functions on some compact interval. [a, b]. 

 

Definition 2: AC-Operator: 

AC-operators are defined as those which possess a functional calculus for absolutely 

continuous functions on some rectangle in ₵. 

i.e. there shouldexist a Banach algebra homomorphism f→f(T) (extending the natural 

definitionfor polynomials) such thatThis functional calculus is said to be weakly 

compact if for all x∈ X, themapAC[a, b]→ X, f → f(T)x is weakly compact 

 

Definition 3:Well-bounded Operator type (B): 

A well-bounded operator whoseAC-functional calculus is weakly compact is said to 

be of type (B). Clearly, if X isreflexive, every well-bounded operator is of type (B). 

They distinction between these classes is that the spectral expansions for a scalar type 

operator are of an unconditional nature while those for well-bounded operators 

corresponds to conditional decomposition of the Banach space.Neither the sum nor 

product of two commuting Well-bounded operators on a Hilbert space is Well-

bounded.On the other hand, Gillespie[4]shown in a positive direction that, if one of 

the Well-bounded operators is in fact a scalar type spectral operator, then their sum & 

product are well-bounded.A sufficient condition for the sum of a real scalar type (i.e. 

scalar type spectral operator with real spectrum) and a commuting well-bounded are 

always well-bounded is that the spectral family of projection associated with T be R-

bounded. 

I. Doustand T. A. Gillespie[5] proved the following results on well-boundedness of 

the sum of a real scalar-type spectral operator and a commuting well-bounded 

operator on Banach Space: 
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Sufficiency of the R-property 

 

Theorem4: 

Suppose that 

(i)  A ∈ B(X) is a well-bounded operator of type (B) whose spectral family has the 

R-property; 

(ii)  S ∈ B(X) is a real scalar-type spectral operator which commutes withA; 

(iii)  p is a real polynomial of two variables. 

 

Then p(A, S) is well-bounded 

Suppose that A and S are as in Theorem1. Then A + Sand AS are both well-bounded. 

 

Theorem5: 

Suppose that X has property (∆), and that S1 and S2 arecommuting real scalar-type 

spectral operators on X. Then S1 +S2 and S1S2are both well-bounded. 

 

Theorem 6: 

Suppose that X is a UMD space and that S1,..., Snarecommuting real scalar-type 

spectral operators on X. Then is awell-bounded operator of type (B) whose 

spectral family has the R-property. 

 

Corollary 7: 

Suppose that X is a UMD space, and that S1 and S2 are commuting scalar-type 

spectral operators on X.Then S1+S2 is an AC-operator. 

It is known that on a Hilbert space, the sum of a real scalar-type operatorand a 

commuting well-bounded operator is well-bounded. Thecorresponding property has 

been shown to be fail on Lpspaces, for1 < p ≠2 <∞. 

I.Doust, Florence Lancien and Gilles Lancien[6]shown that it does hold however on 

every Banachspace X such that X or X* is a Grothendieck space. This class 

notablyincludes L
1
 and C(K) spaces. 

 

Theorem 8: 

Suppose that X or X* is a GT-space. Let T be a real scalartypeoperator on X and let S 

be a well-bounded operator on X which commuteswith T. Then S + T is a well-

bounded operator on X. 

In the class of(infinite dimensional) Banach spaces, namely the Grothendieck spaces 

with the Dunford-Pettis property, briefly, GDP-spaces. 

Werner Ricker [7] shown that if X be a GDP-space, then an operator T€B(X) is well-

bounded of type (B) if and only if T is a scalar operator with real spectrum. 

 

Corollary9: 

The sum and product of commuting well-bounded operators of type(B) in a GDP-

space are again well-bounded operators of type(B). 

M.B.Ghaemi(2000), Thesis submitted at Uni. Of Glasgow for Ph.D.[8] proved the 

following results: 
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Theorem 10: 

T=U+iV =U1+iV1where 

1. U & V are commuting well-bounded operators of type (B)on X 

2. U1& V1 are commuting well-bounded operators on X 

3. Then U=U1& V=V1 

 

An Ac-operator on a reflexive space can be expressed uniquely in the form U+iV, 

with U and V commuting well-bounded operators of type(B). 

 

Theorem 11: 

Xdoes not containa copy of C0 

T=U+iV =U1+iV1where 

1. U & V are commuting well-bounded operators of type on X, with 

decomposition of identity of bounded variation. 

2. U1& V1 are commuting well-bounded operators on X 

3. Then U=U1& V=V1 

 

Theorem 12: (Commutativity Lemma): 

Let A and B be commuting well-bounded operators of type(B) on X and let S€ B(X) 

commute with A+iB. Then S commute with A and B. 
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